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House of Representatives March 11, 1839.

The Special Committee of this House to whom was re-
ferred “ so much of the Governor’s Address as refers to
the papers in the public archives and the arrangement
and preservation thereof/’ and also the Report of the
Secretary of the Commonwealth made in compliance
with a Resolve of the 19th of April, 1838, ask leave to
submit the following

The Committee are deeply impressed with the import "

ance of carefully preserving and classifying the valuable
papers and documents contained in the public archives of
this Commonwealth. The conviction of their value is
imprinted on the public mind never to be effaced. It is
ingrained into public opinion never to be worn away.
The preservation and classification of these papers and
documents is not a favorite plan of persons of antiquarian
tastes only. The people are convinced that respect and
gratitude for those who have preceded, as well as a provi-
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dent care for those who shall succeed us, require the
strictest diligence to preserve and classify these ancient
records.

The public archives of Massachusetts contain papers
and documents of the highest interest and value, precious
materials for the history of the country. The honor of
Massachusetts is concerned that they be preserved and
transmitted in the most perfect condition to succeeding
generations. As the possessor of the original records of
the extraordinary times of our early history, she is the
guardian of the fame and the memory of our illustrious
fathers. As this fame and memory is the cherished pro-
perty of the whole country, Massachusetts, in perpetuating
her own records, is the trustee of the whole country. If
they are lost through carelessness, or suffered to decay,
they are irretrievably lost, and her sister states may just-
ly upbraid her with having destroyed their family monu-
ments and the memorials of the high character of their
common ancestors. If she does not adopt suitable mea-
sures for the preservation of these records, her sister
states may rightfully charge her with neglect of positive
duty.

His Excellency Governor Everett, in his annual ad-
dress to the two Houses in 1836, directed the attention ot
the Legislature to the propriety of adopting measures for
the security and arrangement of the papers in the public
archives. A resolution authorizing the governor to ap-
point a suitable person for this purpose passed the general
court the eleventh day of March, 1836.

Rev. Joseph B. Felt was appointed in pursuance of this
resolve. He entered upon the duties of his appointment
April 26, 1836, and he has, from that day to the present,
discharged the trust confided to him with an untiring and
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judicious assiduity. His appointment was an excellent
one. It enlisted in this important service a patience of
toil, a perseverance of research, and a rich fund of histori-
cal information, at a rate of compensation, which, but for
his antiquarian taste, and the facility which the arrange-
ment of the archives afforded for its gratification, could
not have been secured.

Mr. Felt has arranged and procured to be bound in a
neat and durable manner, one hundred and thirty-seven
volumes of papers and documents. These volumes con-
tain papers of every size, chronologically arranged, some-
times having four or five on a page. For every page of
original papers there is a blank leaf. They are designated
and lettered according to their different subjects. It is
intended that each volume shall contain a table of con-
tents and an index of names and subjects.

In order to assist informing an idea of this series, the
following enumeration of the volumes and a synopsis of
their contents, necessarily brief, is offered.

Agricultural, 1 vol., 1644 to 1774.—Marks for the an-
imals of towns ; rewards for the protection of the flocks
and herds ; concerning meadows and woodlands.

Colonial, 5 vols., 1629 to 1774.—Particular corres-
pondence between the colonies —much in reference to the
boundaries of those in New England.

Commercial, 1 vol., 1686 to 1714.—Relative to ton-
nage and form of vessels, when and where built, and by
whom ow ned ; passes, &c.

Depositions, 1 vol., 1662 to 1766—0 n various topics;
the most of such papers, being connected with others, are
hound with them in different volumes.
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Domestic Relations, 1 vol., 1643 to 1774.—Servants;
slaves ; persons authorized to marry individuals ; divorces.

Ecclesiastical, 5 vols., 1637 to 1774—Aid for support-
ing the gospel in places, not able to do it wholly them-
selves; church difficulties ; movements for religious lib-
erty ; petitions of French protestants ; of Dr. Cutler and
other episcopalians.

Emigrants, 1 vol., 1651 to 1774—People to and from
various parts ; Germans who settled in Maine.

Estates, 5 vols., 1636 to 1774—Wills, inventories, and
conveyances of property ; probate proceedings.

Foreign Relations, 3 vols., 1653 to 1775—Correspon-
dence about the concerns of Massachusetts in the legisla-
tion of parliament; addresses from general court to the
throne.

French Neutrals, 2 vols., 1755 to 1769—Sent from
Nova Scotia to be supported at the public charge ; their
complaints of hard usage; accounts of their supplies; es-
cape of their countrymen from the south ; suspicion of
them in the French war, and consequent removal of such
as were quartered on the seaports.

Hutchinson’s Letters, 3 vols., 1741 to 1774—Familiar
and undisguised correspondence with confidential friends
in both America and England. These throw much light
on the political history of our Commonwealth.

Hutchinson’s (MS.) 2d volume of History of Massachu-
setts, 1 vol., 1691 to 1750. This MS. bears the imprints
of feet swift in the work of desolating his mansion.

Indian Conferences, 1 vol., 1713 to 1776—Illustrative
of Indian shrewdness, impressions and policy. At one of
these conferences, held in Boston, at its close, Indian
chiefs sang a war song and danced a war dance before the
governor and council, in the chamber of audience.
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Indian Papers , 4 vols., 1639 to 1775—Affording many
facts to illustrate the history of the aborigines.

Indian Treaties, 1 vol., 1645 to 1776—Containing the
symbolical signatures of many noted chiefs of very ancient
times.

Inter Charter, 3 vols., 1689 to 1692—Containing pa-
pers on all the diversified subjects which appertained to

legislation during the anxious interim betw'een our first
and second charters.

Journals, 1 vol., 1695 to 1767—Chiefly of military
captains, concerning their adventurous scouts after Indian
enemies.

Judicial, 7 vols., 1640 to 1774—Diversified cases, some
admiralty cases.

Lunds, 2 vols., 1622 to 1771—granted to individuals
for services and other reasons.

Laivs, 1 vol., 1645 to 1774—A part of them most pe-
culiar and amusing.

Legislature, 3 vols., 1643 to 1775—1ts officers, rules,
special proceedings, compensation.

Letters, 7 vols., 1692 to 1774—On various topics, some
from distinguished characters in England. An original
from Sebastian Ralle, others for and against his policy
and conduct among the Norridgewalks.

Letter Book, 1 vol., 1658 to 1779.
Manufactures, 1 vol. 1639 to 1773—Curious and in-

structive as to our early efforts to be independent of for-
eign manufactures.

Maritime, 7 vols., 1641 to 1775—Regulations, im-
ports, exports and imposts, piracies.

Military, 1 i vols., 1643 to 1774—Containing copious
supplies for an account of Philip’s struggle, and of the In-
dian and French wars.

Minutes of Council, 6 vols., 1689 to 1775—They sup-
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ply a large vacuum in the council journals, which were
mostly lost and destroyed before the Revolution.

Miscellaneous, 2 vols., 1648 to 1776—Lotteries, mobs,
population.

Records , Sugar Planters’ Plea.
Muster Rolls, 1 Ivols., 1710 to 1775—Most essential to

the particularity and correctness of our military annals.
Pecuniary, 5 vols., 1629 to 1775—numerous rare and

curious materials for our pecuniary history.
Petitions, 1 vol., 1643 to 1775—0 n different topics.

A great number of these are bound with other documents
to which they relate. One petition is from the wife of
William Kidd, the pirate, she being in Boston, where he
was imprisoned.

Political, 1 vol. 1638 to 1700—Cases of alleged trea-
sons, Freemen’s names and recommendations; but chiefly
respecting our political relations with Great Britain.

Revolution, 1 vol., 1689.
Speeches and Messages, 3 vols., 1702 to 1774—0 n the

leading topics of Massachusetts legislation.
Taverns, 1 vol. 1643 to 1774—Petitions for them, re-

gulations in reference thereto, &,c.
Towns, 7 vols. 1629 to 1774—Land granted to them,

also their particular municipal concerns, as streets, build-
ings, wharves, &c.

Trade, 2 vols. 1645 to 1774—As to domestic business,
prices of goods.

Travelling, 1 vol., 1644 to 1774—Roads, bridges, fer-
ries. Interesting facts in reference to them.

Treasury, 4 vols., 1692 to 1770—Assessments on the
towns.

Usurpation, 4 vols., 1686 to 1689—A large quantity of
papers in reference hereto ; their worth is much enhanced
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by the fact that they are the only documentary history of
New England, known on this side of the Atlantic, for
their particular period.

Valuation of Toivns, 5 vols., 1760 to 1771—Returns
of the various products of agriculture and manufactures,
buildings, money, &c.

Witchcraft, 1 vol., 1656 to 1750—Very curious and in-
teresting documents relative to that subject.

From this synopsis, it manifestly appears, that this se-
ries of volumes, containing in a chronological classifica-
tion, documents, and papers relating to that portion of
our history which begins in the year sixteen hundred and
twenty-two and reaches up to the commencement of the
war of independence, is a work of which any people may
justly be proud.

The arrangement and proper classification of the pa-
pers and documents which were known to have been in
the public archives, might well justify this feeling, but,
in the series just recited, are collected, not only these
papers, but documents which, from various causes, in
times long since passed, were taken from the custody
of the State, have been restored and reunited to the
series from which they had been separated ; and many
papers of great value not known to have been extant,
have been discovered and arranged for use.

That this series of one hundred and thirty-seven vol-
umes may afford that assistance to the searchers after
information relative to our early history, which the Leg-
islature intended that they should, it is indispensably ne-
cessary that a copious table of contents be prefixed to
each volume. Without this, these volumes are, compara-
tively, without practical utility, for their contents are so
numerous that without tables of contents so much time

9
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would be consumed in endeavoring to arrive at the object
of search, that many would be deterred from making the
attempt.

It was originally designed that each volume should con-
tain a table of contents and also an index of the matters
contained therein. Tables of contents have been pre-
fixed to about thirty of the volumes, and indexes to six
volumes. Desirable as it would be to have correct in-
dexes to these volumes, it was deemed expedient that
tables of contents be first prepared, as they could be
finished in much less time than the indexes, and thus the
whole series rendered sooner fit for use.

Your Committee recommend that these tables of con-
tents, be prepared as soon as practicable—the preparation
of the indexes may wait for this. Among the many rea-
sons why these tables of contents should now be made,
a prominent one is, that at no time could they be better
constructed, and with less expense than now, for the
subjects of the volumes are fresh in the mind of the gen-
tleman who has so faithfully mended, collated, and ar-
ranged the papers and documents therein contained ; and
he of course, could prepare them in a more full and cor-
rect manner and in much less time than any other person.

An inspection of the results of the labors so sedulously
devoted to the arrangement and preservation of the con-
tents of our public archives by which, papers heretofore
collected in files or stowed away in masses inaccessible
for any purposes of historical information, without a fa-
tiguing amount of labor and perplexity, have been regu-
larly arranged in a chronological series of well-bound vol-
umes, in which, when the tables of contents shall have
been prepared, a short examination will be sufficient to

ascertain what they contain, and any single paper in the
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whole series may be found with the greatest ease, fur-
nishes irrefragable arguments in favor of the judiciousness
of the original plan, and the most powerful reason for
completing it.

Public attention, in various portions of our broad land,
has been recently aroused to new energy in the preserva-
tion and arrangement of the records and documents of
past times by the action which Massachusetts has enter-
tained in reference to the papers and documents in her
public archives. Sister states have followed her exam-
ple. Our own citizens are constantly availing themselves
of the treasures of historical information which have been
turned to the light by the investigation which has for the
last three years been going on among our papers. Calls
are daily made, both from them, and from citizens of
other states, for facts of ancient date from our records, in
regard to town history, county history, and the history of
individuals prominent in public life in times long gone by-

Massachusetts in providing for the security and ar-
rangement of her papers and documents, acts in accord-
ance with her uniform course in this matter. She has
ever been mindful of preserving her records, and it
is believed, notwithstanding the destructive fires to
which they have several times been exposed, that they
have escaped in a more perfect state than could reasona-
ably have been expected. Had the plan of binding the
papers and documents, which has within a few years
been here adopted, prevailed long ago, the great exposure
to wear and the loss necessarily attendant upon papers in
files would have been avoided, increased facilities for safe
removal afforded, and the general condition of the papers
in the public archives much improved. The Committee in-
dulge the hope that the time is not far distant when all the
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valuable papers which are now deposited in various apart-
ments of the State House, may be collected, classified,
and bound in volumes furnished with indexes for con-
venient reference and placed in some room, where they
may be secure from decay by dampness, or destruction by
fire, and which shall be furnished with such conveniences
that the volumes may be comfortably consulted without
removal from the apartment. The Committee hope
that the object intended to be effected by the vote which
was passed by the House and Council, in 1747, which
directed the agents of the Province to procure from the
Lords Commissioners of Trade and Plantations in Lon-
don, copies of the Journal of the House, from 15 July,
1737, to 14 February, 1747, may yet be accomplished,

and this important chasm in our Records be filled, and
also that the General Court Records and all such series of
public documents, as are now deficient, may be rendered
as perfect as the nature of the case will allow.

The best way to secure our public papers is to multi-
ply copies of them, and the Committee believe, that in no
way could the present do a better thing for future genera-
tions, than to institute a course of measures, by which,
from time to time, as funds permit, selections from our
public documents and papers may be printed. The Com-
mittee make these suggestions, not so much for the pur-
pose of recommending any specific action thereon the
present year, as to afford evidence by which those who
come after us may be informed that we of the present day
know what should be done in the premises although cir-
cumstances prevent us from doing it. And, more espe-
cially, that whenever the Commonwealth may have suffi-
cient unappropriated funds at her disposal, the claim of
the public archives may not be overlooked.
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The Committee do now unanimously recommend that
the work of completing the series of one hundred and
thirty-seven volumes be strenuously pursued—that two or
three of the earliest volumes of the general court records,
which are fast going to decay, be immediately copied,
verbatim; that all the papers which are not demanded for
frequent reference, be properly enveloped as well at the
end of the files as at their sides.

The Committee unanimously recommend the passage
of the accompanying Resolve. In fixing the sum therein
provided they have been governed by the strictest princi-
ples of economy.

It was for the Legislature to decide whether, by pro-
viding for the proper arrangement and security of the pa-
pers in the public archives they should be rendered per-
manent sources of clear historical light, or whether by a
failure in such provisions, they should afford a feeble and
uncertain glimmer soon to be quenched by the loss of the
records or by the decay of the material whereon they
were inscribed. The Legislature chose the only alter-
native worthy of the people whom they represented ; and
your Committee cannot for a moment doubt that the
measures so properly adopted in this matter, will be
steadily pursued and auspiciously concluded.

CHARLES A. ANDREW, Chairman.
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RESOLVE

Relating to the Public Archives.

Resolved, That the sum of fifteen hundred dollars is
hereby appropriated to be expended by the Secretary of
the Commonwealth, under direction of His Excellency
the Governor, in providing for the preservation, arrange-
ment, and security of the papers and documents in the
public archives of the Commonwealth, and that a warrant
be drawn accordingly.

eommontoealtl) of j&assatJjußetts.

In the Year One Thousand Eight Hundred and Thirty-
Nine.




